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DEPARTMENT OF PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
University of Deihl South Campus
New Delhl-110021
Quotation Invitation Letter
Ref. No.: UDSC/PMB/UGC-CAP/AUTOCLAVE/2019

Dated: 16.2.2019

The Department of Plant Molecular Biology, University of Delhi South Campus invites e-tenders (in 2 covers)
for one unit of RECTANGULAR HORIZONTAL AUTOCLAVE. Following are the specifications:
1. The inner chamber should be made of thick 304/316 grade steel and jacket is made of rolled steel.
2. Size of inner chamber should be at least 600 mm (width) x 600 mm {height) x 900 mm (depth).
3. Sterilizers will have single door made out of rolled steel lined with S.S. sheet on both sides. All the
sterilizers are hydraulically tested to withstand 2.5 times the working pressure.
4. Operating temperature is 121°C and pressure is 15-22 psi.
5. The Outer jacket is wrapped with asbestos sheet or glass wool to minimize the heat losses due to
radiation and is covered by polished stainless-steel sheet for elegant appearance.
6. The autoclave should be mounted on heavy mild steel stand duly painted with corrosion resistant
paint.
7. The autoclave should be equipped with a water gauge for water level indication, of high-quality
safety valves, water inlet and drain valves and low water level cut off device.
8. The steam generator should be fitted under the autoclave and should have ISi marked heaters. The
heaters should be easily replaceable. Flanged type, immersion heating elements is made of highgrade material and duly ISi marked.
9. The steam pressure in the boiler should be displayed on a separate pressure gauge. There should be
3 safety valves that can be adjusted to release steam in case of min valve failure. These valves should
be set at 20, 25 and 30 psi, respectively.
10. Self-locking safety door should be provided which cannot be opened when the chamber in under
pressure. Doors & ring should be made of thick stainless-steel plate with radical locking system
instead of nuts that prevent opening of door while steam is inside the chamber.
11. Heat-resistant gasket of neoprene/silicone rubber should also be provided.
12. Automatic Piezostat (pressure control switch) which is electrically operated.
13. Complete sterilizing cycle is controlled from one point with the help of "Multi port valve" fitted at
front top. Two speeds of exhaust are available for evacuating.
14. Two separate valves provided for evacuating air and steam from inner chamber and jacket as and
when desired. A steam trap is fitted in the chamber discharge line to eliminate the condensate
automatically.
15. Houses the Pressure control switch, Main switch, Pilot lamps, relays etc. and mounted on the stand
of the sterilizer for easy operation.
16. TRIPLE
SAFETY:
The
sterilizer
is
provided
with
triple
safety.
(a) By a pressure control switch which automatically limits the pressure to the required set valve.
(b) Two spring loaded safety valves one each at chamber and boiler level.
(c) A dead weight safety valve at chamber level.
17. A powerful Ejector (for drying sterilized linen) circulates air through the chamber. The circulating air
passes through a corrosion resistant metal wool filter.
18. A PLUG SCREEN prevents the discharge line from choking. The plug is easily removable for routing
cleaning.
19. The autoclave should be designed in such a manner that on achieving the desired pressure the
pressure control switch cuts off the current to heaters and restarts it when the pressure drops.
20. Automatic so that once the desired pressure is attained in the outer chamber, steam should
automatically be released in the inner chamber. Once the desired pressure is achieved in the inner
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